
How do I care for my Caravan awning ? 

Awnings are one of the most valuable items of a caravanner's equipment.  They effectively double 

the amount of space available to you and although they can be expensive, most people find that this 

additional space is invaluable. 

It is advisable after every trip to wash the awning down and leave extended to dry.   If stored for a 

long period of time it should be extended every 6 months or so to check for mould, etc.   

Refrain from using ordinary household detergent when washing the awning as it may destroy the 

water resistant coating.  Washing with a mild truck wash should keep most of the mould and mildew 

at bay or a product called "Tricleanium".  It is 100% alkaline salts not acid like CLR or Sulfamic 

acid.  Reapply a water resistant spray if necessary. 

For particularly stubborn stains use CHUX Magic Eraser from the laundry aisle of your supermarket. 

Keep an eye on any repairs that may need attention with your awning, as catching them early can 

mean the difference between a simple repair or a full and costly replacement. 

For canvas awnings and annexes it is important the canvas is dry before being packed away as mould 

may form.  To clean a canvas awning, firstly check with the manufacturer for their instructions on 

how to clean the canvas.  Canvas is treated with a waterproofing agent and mildew resistant coating 

so it is best not to scrub it or apply soaps, detergents or cleaning fluids to the canvas.  In the absence 

of manufacturer’s instructions try washing the canvas down, remove any leaves, soil, grass or bird 

droppings.  Stubborn marks may be rubbed lightly with a tooth brush to remove them.  

To treat mould and mildew on canvas try mixing diluted chlorine bleach (1 part White King to 4 parts 

water) to end up with 1% available chlorine.   Spray the diluted mixture on the mildew or mould and 

allow the canvas to dry in full sun.  Then hose the canvas down well to remove all the bleach and 

allow the canvas to once again dry in full sun before packing away.  It is possible that obstinate stains 

may not have been removed by the bleach but it should kill the mould and mildew spores. 

The canvas awning should be treated from time to time by re-applying a water proofing compound 

which incorporates a mould and mildew inhibitor which is available from the manufacturer or 

caravan and camping stores. 

 


